
 The Chloebelle Valance is the same as Window #223 
in the M’Fay Designer’s Digest.  

This design is constructed by sewing the swag 
sections together.  Separate tails are placed over the 
seams.  Separate jabots overlap the swags and cover 
the mount board ends.  A rosette pattern is included.  
Rosettes can be placed on top of the tails.

Each swag section can be 15” or up to 24” wide.   
The swag depth can be 16” or up to 18” deep.   Swag 
alterations are not included.   

The tail is 16” deep and 4” wide at the board line.    The jabot hangs about 38” deep and is 4 1/2” wide at the 
board line.  Alterations (for depth of jabot) are included but can be diffi cult.

Fabric suggestions: Soft fabrics with body work best.  Avoid bulky fabrics.  The tails and jabots are cut on a 
curve, stripes will not hang straight.  The swags and tails can be lined with regular drapery lining but will tend 
to show around the edges if trim is not used.  The jabots should be self or contrast lined.
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The swags will begin 3 1/2” from the ends of the mount board.  The jabot will overlap the swag 1”.  To determine 
your swag size, subtract 3 1/2” from each end of the board face (7” total).  Divide by the number of swags desired, 
staying between 15” and 24”wide. That will be the swag size to use on the pattern.  

Width so many fabric widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you can deter-
mine how they will fi t your fabric.

Swag sections can have a bias or upright cut.  All other pieces must have an upright cut. 

Upright Cut (The pattern pieces will be placed upright on the fabric)  The selvage of the fabric will be vertical 
of the window.  Bias Cut (The selvage of the fabric will be diagonal of the window.)  This cut will have a stretch 
to it, allowing swags to hang better.

Swag Upright Cut Bias Cut
15” wide x 18” deep ...............The pattern is ....................26” wide x 24” deep............................26” x 26”
24” wide x 18” deep ...............The pattern is ....................35” wide x 24” deep............................34” x 34”

16” swag depth will have 2” shorter cut lengths than the 18”.

Tail  ....................................................................the pattern is .................................33” wide x 20” deep
Jabot (cut as two pieces) .................................Piece A is .......................................19 1/2” wide x 41” deep

Piece B is ........................................17 1/2” wide x 30” deep

Rosette (cut two per rosette) ..........................the pattern is .................................8” wide x 8” deep
(cut two per rosette) ..........................the pattern is .................................6” wide x 6” deep

Same amount of lining and (optional) interlining  is needed for each item.

Trims (Trims must be able to curve)         
15” wide swag ............................. 23”             
24” wide swag ............................. 28”
Each tail (bottom only) ............... 38”
Each jabot (bottom only) ............ 47”

1” covered buttons (for rosettes)
medium weight interfacing or interlining for rosettes (optional)
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